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Abstract
Authentication as a security key issue is required for securing the inter-vehicle communication. Mostly, authentication schemes that depend on the network infrastructure Road Side Unit (RSU) had been proven to have low
computation and communication overhead. RSUs may
become unavailable due to congestion or failure conditions. Replicating authentication service offered by RSUs
to trusted vehicles in their ranges may present novel alternative to support the availability of such services. A
complement to our previous replication protocol Central
Push-based Replication Protocol (CPRP) is presented in
this work. Two new replica allocation techniques are
proposed to spawn new replicas in order to improve the
authentication service availability that are offered from
RSUs. The optimality (Correctness) of these techniques
has been evaluated with different ratios of RSU failures
in different realistic scenarios. The results showed that
both techniques improve CPRP in increasing the authentication services availability.
Keywords: Allocation; Authentication; Availability; Road
Side Unit; VANET

1

Introduction

Exchanging life critical messages in VANETs requires authentication. Many security researches consider authentication as the most important security issue for exchanging
such messages. Authentication is needed to prove that the
sender is the actual owner of the message and to avoid
impersonation attack. Some Studies show that authentication services offered by Road Side units (RSU) have
less computation and communications calculations than
others [20, 21]. RSUs are located at certain positions on
the road network similar to access points in traditional
wireless networks to provide the necessary infrastructure
support for network setup and communications.

RSUs may become unavailable due to congestion, physical damage or because of their high deployment and
maintenance cost. Unavailability of RSUs will cause absence of vehicles communications at those areas. Replicating authentication services from RSUs to vehicles may
offers an alternative to support such service availability
when they are unavailable.
Replication is a classical approach for increasing service
or data availability in wired or wireless networks. Pushing
Authentication service from RSUs to vehicles may raises
two questions : when to replicate the service and how to
select the vehicle which will hold the replica.
Replication cost can be defined as the number of active
replicas in the network at certain time. However, replica
Allocation correctness measures how the distribution of
replicas is optimum.
This work is a complement of our work that was published in [9]. The proposed Central push-based Replica
Protocol (CPRP) was introduced to increase the availability of authentication service offered from the RSUs.
CPRP has three basic mechanisms: replica allocation,
replica activation and replica deallocation. Its basic idea
is to push the authentication service by RSU to replicate
it to the most central vehicle in its communication range
which is the nearest to the RSU. This replica still inactive
until it finds that no RSU in its range. It becomes active
replica and replaces the RSU in authenticating vehicles in
this area.
As mentioned, the communication range of vehicles is
quarter that of RSUs, thus vehicle can’t cover as many
vehicles when it becomes active. Another replicas should
be spawned to assist the replica in authenticating vehicles.
In this work, two methods are proposed for generating new replicas. The first is the Epidemic-based scheme
which doesn’t depend on network analysis. It generates
new replicas by pushing replicas epidemically. The second is topology-based scheme which depends on analyzing the network and compute node degrees, then push
the subreplicas to vehicles with high degrees. In general,
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the topology analysis exposes the network to more security threats. The service provider vehicle should reveal
the real identity for all analyzed vehicles to avoid malicious ones and to prevent impersonation attacks. Both
methods are explained and evaluated in the next sections.
Both techniques are compared in terms of enhancement
the performance of CPRP on increasing the availability
of the authentication service offered from RSU. They are
also compared in terms of their replication degree and
correctness of replica allocation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the literature review. In Section 3, basic assumptions for the two proposed schemes: Epidemic-based
and Topology-based are stated. Section 4 introduces the
proposed epidemic based scheme. The topology-based
scheme is presented in Section 5. Simulation Configuration is introduced in Section 6. Section 7 presents comparison evaluation for the protocols in terms of authentication service availability improvement, Increase in replication degree and replica allocation correctness. Section 8
presents conclusion of work.

2

Related Work

In this section the literature review is introduced in terms
of three points. On the one hand, authentication has
an increasing interest from research in VANETs. It represents the key function of communication in any network. On the other hand, recently, researches on increasing the availability of network functionalities provide promising opportunities to achieve better security
function. Data and service replication have been introduced in this work as an important mean for preserving the availability. Finally, Optimality (Correctness) of
replica allocation schemes are introduced.

2.1

Authentication

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) scheme is implemented
in [16, 17, 19]. This scheme requires that each vehicle
should be preloaded with a large number of public and
private key pairs and the corresponding public key certificates. PKI requires large storage space in vehicles.
Authority takes long time for tracking misbehaving vehicles due to long revocation list. Updating certificate
revocation lists in vehicles consumes long time.
Many researches had tackled how to overcome the
problems triggered by using PKI. In [21], (RAISE) rsuaided message authentication scheme is proposed. RAISE
is a symmetric key authentication scheme. In RAISE,
RSUs assist vehicles in authenticating messages. Each
message is attached with a short keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) which is generated by the vehicle, and the RSU in the range. RSU sends notice of
authenticity to each vehicle. With the short HMAC attached to the message, the verification of message authenticity can be performed in a fast and efficient way.
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Although this technique outperforms PKI, it is not scalable. If two vehicles are not in the same range of the
same RSU they can’t communicate. Scalability problem
was solved in [20]. Vehicle generates symmetric secret key
with the first RSU it pass by. Then it uses this symmetric
key to generate session keys with RSUs that are controlled
by the same CA.
In [8], an anonymous ring signature scheme is introduced. This scheme outperforms the above schemes in
which it offers low storage requirements and fast message
authentication. It also doesn’t depend on RSUs in authenticating vehicles.
In [3], they proposed an efficient message authentication scheme which is not vulnerable to impersonation attack based on elliptic curve cryptography.

2.2

Data and Service Replication

There are several studies that address service replication.
Service replication is classified into two major classes interms of spawning new replicas. The first class doesn’t depend on network topology analysis to make the replication
decisions. This type is network transparent. Replication
decisions occur at application layers and no information
is required from lower network layers. [4] and [12] have
largely been based on schemes that epidemically push the
service on all available nodes. Using all nodes as a service
holder is wasteful and unnecessary.
In [5], (SDP) Service Distribution Protocol For
MANET is proposed. In SDP, the replication decision
is based on service popularity which can be gained from
client interest in the services. The service is replicated by
the client with the highest interest in the service. This
approach can achieve high service availability and correct
service distribution.
Second class requires network topology. In [11] RegRes (Region Resident Service approach) is proposed.
Each service determine its desired service carriers density within region. The RegRes runs on the carries to
estimate the current density of service carriers. Then it
applies a spawn policies to decide when and which node to
spawn as new carriers. It account for variable node density, variable node mobility, replication cost and carriers
that fail or leave the region.
In [1] V-PADA Vehicle Platoon Aware Data Access,
a service replication solution. The concept lying behind
this approach, is that vehicles move in platoons and follow
the leader of the platoon. A vehicle which has a service to
share with other vehicles in the same platoon, can predict
platoon splits. If a vehicle leaves a platoon, it transfers
its services or data to other vehicles to be able to access
it. Each node has four states to be transferred between
them, initials, Join, Quasi split and split.
In [2], Scalable data lookup and replication protocol
for MANET (SCALAR) is proposed. SCALAR depends
on constructing a connected dominating set based on a
network graph. This set forms a virtual backbone upon
which data or service replication takes place. SCALAR
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had solved the scalability and data accessibility of services
and data in large networks. However, unneeded replicas
may ba generated. SCALAR overloads the network with
the dominating set computational overhead and recovery.

2.3

Optimality of Replica Allocation

Service replication protocols overload the network with
additional computation overhead.
The optimality or correctness of replica allocation can
reflect the optimal service distribution all over the network. In [5], they proposed a measure of correctness
to mobile ad hoc network (MANET), which is a relation between the number of available active replicas inside
a given partition and its size. The two proposed methods are Linear Correctness Ratio and Rational Correctness Ratio. They assumed that the correctness ratio is
bounded between 0% and 100%. In Linear Correctness,
If the partition has no replica, the ratio of correctness will
be 0%. Else, if there is one or two replicas in the same
partition, correctness ratio will be 100%. Otherwise, it is
linearly inversely proportional to the number of replicas.
However, in rational correctness ratio; it is more sensitive to the number of active replicas inside a partition.

Figure 1: Spawning new replicas by epidemic-based approach

by RSU becomes active because it is in uncovered area. It
pushes the replica epidemically to the two farthest vehicles with in its communication range. one is in its movement direction. The other, is in the opposite movement
direction. The two generated replicas becomes followers
to the main replica.
3 Basic Assumptions
At each second, the main replica checks if it has two
replicas
within its communication range. If it looses one
In this section, some basic assumptions are stated as folor
both,
it reassigns new replicas.
lows:
Algorithm 1, summarizes the process of the epidemic
• As an extension to our previous work [9], the con- based scheme as follows:
crete authentication scheme that is applied in this
work is Symmetric key Scheme of VANETs, because Algorithm 1 Enhance replica allocation protocol by epiof its low computation and communication overhead demically analysis
compared to Public Key Infrastructure [21].
1: Begin
• Only the replica that is pushed by the RSU has
the privilege to spawn new replicas and is termed
Replica.
• Replicas spawned from the vehicle replica are considered Followers and haven’t the privilege to spawn
new replicas.
• Communication range of the replica is quarter than
that of the RSU.

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

• If one of followers loose the connection of the Replica 10:
because it is out of its range it become invalid item 11:
If the Replica become inactive or hibernated because 12:
it enters RSU range, it hibernates all its Followers.

4

Epidemic Based Scheme

Epidemic based scheme is one of the proposed techniques
to improve the performance of CPRP by epidemically
spawn new replicas.
Figure 1 explains the mechanism of generating new
replicas using this scheme. After the replica that is pushed

5

for EACH SECOND do
for all Active V rep do
if V rep doesn’t find Followers in its range then
V rep calculates Dist with its neighbors
V rep chooses the two farthest neighbors to
push SUB-REPLICA
The first in its direction
The other in opposite direction
V rep assign SUB-REPs as followers replica to
it
end if
end for
end for

Topology Based Scheme

Topology based scheme is the second proposed scheme
to enhance CPRP performance. This scheme depends on
topology analysis of the network. After the replica that is
pushed by RSU becomes active because it is in uncovered
area.
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Simulation Configuration

In simulating this work, we use SUMO [18]1 (Simulation
of Urban Mobility) to model the movement of vehicles.
For network simulation we use OPNET [13, 15]2 . The vehicles movement are generated using car following model
that explained in details in [14].
In this simulation we use a frame work proposed in [10]
to simulate VANETs SUMO with OPNET. With SUMO
we generate network and route files, then simulate all vehicles positions at each second. These positions are written in a dump file. We use the trace exporter for OPNET
which is implemented and explained to generate one xml
topology file with trajectory for each vehicle.To generate
vehicles movement we use randomTrip.py module which
assigns a trip for each vehicle randomly.
For simplicity we use bidirectional highway with length
Figure 2: Spawning new replicas by topology analysis 5km, we used 400m as the RSU range and 100m as the
based approach
vehicles range. RSUs are placed at 350m distance between
each other. The average number of simulation’s run is
three. Table 1 summarizes the simulation configurations.
It sends inquiry to its neighbors about their degrees.
Then, calculates the average degree received from all
neighbors. Finally, it pushes its replica to nodes which
have degrees more than the average degree.

Table 1: Table of configuration parameters
Parameter
Way
No. of lanes
Way Length
RSU range
Vehicle range
RSU separated dis.
Hand off area
Mobility model
Vehicle movements

Figure 2 explains the toplogy based scheme as follows:
when the replica is out of the RSU range it becomes active. It sends to its neighbors vehicles inquiry about their
neighbor number. Vehicle A replied with three neighbors,
vehicle B replied with two neighbors and vehicle C replied
with one neighbor. Replica vehicle calculate the average
number of vehicles as (3 + 2 + 1)/3 = 2. Then, it makes
decision to choose vehicles A and B which have two or
more neighbors to push its replica.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the mechanism of the
topology-based scheme as follows:

Algorithm 2 Enhance replica allocation by topology
analysis
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Begin
for EACH SECOND do
for all Active V rep do
V rep sends inquery to its neighbors about their
DEG
V rep calculate TOT-DEG from all neighbors
V rep calculate AVG-DEG
V rep push SUB-REP to neighbor V which has
DEG greater than AVG-DEG
V rep assign SUB-REPs as followers replica to it
end for
end for

7

Value
bidirectional highway
two
5 KM
400 m
100 m
350 m
50 m
CAR FOLLOWING MODEL
random trips

Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, evaluation and comparison of the proposed
techniques: epidemic based and topology based technique
are done in terms of availability improvement, replication
degree and replica allocation correctness.
As a complement of our previous work, simulation is
done with the same configuration. 24 scenarios are generated for the simulation and are divided into two groups.
We assume four RSUs failure ratios at: 30%, 50%, 70%,
90%. For the first group we have 12 scenarios generated
as follows: For each RSU failure ratio, three scenarios
are generated; with high network density, moderate network density and low network density. The same has
done for the second group. For each RSU failure ratio,
also three scenarios are generated but with high vehicles
speed, moderate vehicles speed and low vehicles speed.
1 A microscopic traffic vehicle simulator http://sourceforge.
net/projects/sumo/
2 Version 17.1, licensed to NTI (National Telecommunication Institute)
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Availability Improvement

Authentication service availability is computed by accumulating and averaging the availability of all vehicles during the network life time.
AuthAvail =

N
1 X
A(vi )
N i=1

(1)

where AuthAvail is the total Authentication Service
Availability, N is the total number of vehicles, A(vi ) is
the vehicle i availability and is measured as follows:
(
1 vi ∈ RSUi orReplica
A(vi ) =
(2)
0 otherwise
First, when applying these techniques using the different network densities shown in Figure 3. We can observe
that they converge and almost have the same performance
in the three different densities. This is because both techniques spawn new replicas to improve the authentication
service availability. The epidemic-based generates replicas surround the original, while topology-based selects the
suitable vehicle by topology analysis. They improve the
performance of CPRP in high density with highest difference about 2%. It is also observed that in high density
network, the epidemic method slightly outperforms the
topology based.
Next, when applying both techniques on different
speed networks as shown in Figure 4. It can be observed
that they converge also in their performance to be almost
the same. They improve the performance of CPRP in low
speed networks with highest difference about 1.3%. It is
observed that the epidemic based slightly outperforms the
topology based in moderate speed. However, in low speed
density the topology based outperforms epidemical based.

7.2

(a) High Density

(b) Moderate Density

Increase in Replication Degree

In this subsection, the results of using the two proposed
(c) Low Density
techniques (Epidemic & Topology) to improve the performance of CPRP on increasing the replication degree Figure 3: Authentication service availability improvement
during the network lifetime are displayed.
using two techniques vs. different network densities
ReplicationDegree% =

N
1 X
Vi rep · 100
N i=1

(3)

where N is the total number of vehicles and Vi rep represents vehicle i that holds a replica.
Figures 5, 6 shows these effects on different network
densities and different network speeds respectively. It
is observed that applying both techniques begin with a
value at 30% infrastructure failure then increases at 50%
of infrastructure failure and finally decrease at 70% and

90%. The explanation of this is at low infrastructure failures spawning new replicas is low because the infrastructure existence hibernates the active replicas and prevents
spawning new ones. From 70% infrastructure failure the
situation changed because the main source to generate
original replicas is the infrastructure. These replicas then
can spawn new replicas.
First, for different network densities as shown in Figure 5. It is observed that applying both techniques, add
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(a) High Speed

(b) Moderate Speed

erage replication degree increases after applying epidemic
by about 3% in high density network, 4.6% in moderate
density network and by 7.6% in low density network. So,
both topology based and epidemic based have low replication degree in high density network then it increases by
decreasing the density. The interpretation is due to definition of replication degree which is the percentage of number of replicas over total nodes. So, the replicas ratio to
total total nodes increases by decreasing the network density. Topology based outperforms epidemic based by 2%
in high density, 3.1% in moderate density and by 5.85%
in low density.
Second, for different network speed as shown in Figure 6. Also, applying both techniques add additional
replication efforts which cause additional waste of recourse. Topology based outperforms the epidemic based
in all scenarios and almost the same in all scenarios with
few improvements in low speed networks. The average
replication degree increases after applying topology based
by about 1.3% in low speed network, 1.7% in moderate
speed network and by 2.3% in high speed networks. On
the other hand, applying epidemic based adds extra additional waste of resources in different speeds scenarios. Average replication degree increases after applying epidemic
by about 2.5% in low speed network, 3.7% in moderate
speed network and by 7.6% in high speed networks. So,
both topology based and epidemic based have low replication degree in low speed network then it increases by
increasing the speed. The interpretation of this is due
to the increase of vehicles speeds allows for increasing of
spawning new replicas when replicas reached an area not
covered with infrastructure. So, the replicas ratio to total total nodes increases by increasing the network speed.
Topology based outperforms epidemic based by 1.2% in
low speed, 2% in moderate speed and by 5.3% in low
speed.

7.3
(c) Low Speed

Figure 4: Authentication service availability improvement
using two techniques vs. different vehicles speeds
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Replica Allocation Correctness

The replica allocation correctness means how the distribution of the generated replicas is optimal. In [6, 7], they
proposed four different allocation correctness methods. In
this work we propose a new replica allocation correctness
for the optimal distribution of services in VANET.
Replica Allocation Correctness for the whole network
is computed by accumulating and averaging the correctness values for all vehicles During the network lifetime as
shown in Equation (4).

additional replication efforts which cause additional waste
of resources. Topology based technique has better performance in all scenarios and almost the same but with
few decrease in high density network. The average repliN
1 X
cation degree increases after applying topology based by
Cv (vi )
(4)
RAC =
N i=1
about 1% in high density network, 1.5% in moderate density network and by 1.75% in low density networks. On
the other hand, applying epidemic based adds extra ad- where RAC is the Total replica Allocation for the whole
ditional waste of resources in all densities scenarios. Av- network, N is the total number of vehicles, Cv (vi ) is the
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(b) Moderate Density

(c) Low Density
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(a) High Speed

(b) Moderate Speed

(c) Low Speed

Figure 5: Increase of replicas percentage vs. different Figure 6: Increase of replicas percentage vs. different
vehicles speeds
network densities
neighbors of the vehicle vi .
The explanation of how to compute replica correctness
value at each vehicle is as follows: if the vehicle is not
in range with any RSU and have no replica in its range
its correctness will be zero. But, if it has 1 replica in its
range, its correctness is one. Otherwise, it is computed
related to its neighbor as shown in the equation. This
where r represents the sum of replicas that exist in the ratio adapts to congestion conditions. Figure 7 illustrates
range of the vehicle vi , and n represents the number of an example of VANET in ad hoc mode in the area that

vehicle’s i correctness value and is measured as illustrated
in Equation (5):


r=0
0
Cv (vi ) = 1
(5)
r=1

 n−r
r>1
n−1
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lack infrastructure. Gray nodes represent replicas. By it has its best correctness value with High Density Netusing the Equation (5), vehicle A has no replica in its works.
range its correctness is zero.Vehicle C has replicas on all
of its neighbors, so its correctness is zero. Vehicle E has
1 replica so, its correctness is 1. Vehicles that have more
than one replica in its range their correctness is computed
related to their number of neighbors. If the number of
neighbors is large it has greater correctness. Vehicle B has
2 replicas and 3 neighbors so its correctness is 1/2. Vehicle
D has 5 neighbors, and has 2 replicas. Its correctness
value is 3/4.

(a) High Density

Figure 7: Example of replica allocation correctness
Figure 8 illustrates the replica allocation correctness
(b) Moderate Density
values for both techniques using different network densities and different infrastructure failure ratios. It is
observed that topology based schemes outperforms the
epidemic based in almost all scenarios. Topology based
scheme has the best performance with the moderate network density with average correctness about 67% for all
infrastructure failure ratios. Then it achieves an average
of 61% for low density network, and about 58% in High
density networks. The interpretation of this is due to the
topology scheme which depends on the analysis of network. When it is applied for high density networks there
still vehicles not covered by infrastructure or one of the
replicas especially with high infrastructure failure ratios.
On the other hand when it is applied with low network
densities; there may be additional unused replicas that decrease the correctness of the scheme. So, the optimum or
(c) Low Density
best value gained from applying this scheme on different
network densities is with the medium density network.
Figure 8: Correctness of replica allocation VS. different
When the epidemic based scheme is applied with dif- network densities
ferent network densities and with different infrastructure
failure ratios, it shows the best average with high density
network with about 55%. Then about 50% average correctness for medium density network, and 44% average
correctness value for low density networks. This is interpreted as the epidemic scheme may generate additional
Second, Figure 9 shows the replica allocation correctuseless replicas as density of the network decreases. So, ness values for both techniques using different network
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(a) High Speed

When it is applied for low speed networks; the changing
in replicas locations occur slowly which results in more
stable availability. On the other hand, when it is applied
with high speed networks the changing of replica allocation happens rapidly. So, applying the topology based
scheme to improve the availability of CPRP has its best
average correctness value with low speed networks, then
with moderate speed then with high speed networks.
When the epidemic based scheme is applied with different network speeds and with different infrastructure
failure ratios, it shows the best average correctness with
moderate speed network with about 57%. Then about
55% average correctness for low speed network, and 53%
average correctness value for high speed networks. This
is interpreted as the epidemic scheme which depends on
generating replicas epidemically generates more replicas
in high speed networks. On the other hand, it generates
insufficient replicas with the low speed networks. So, it
has its best average correctness performance with moderate speed networks.

8

(b) Moderate Speed

(c) Low Speed

Figure 9: Correctness of replica allocation VS. different
Vehicles speeds

speeds and different infrastructure failure ratios. It is
observed that topology based schemes outperforms the
epidemic based in almost all scenarios. Topology based
scheme has the best performance with the low speed network with average correctness about 67% for all infrastructure failure ratios. Then it achieves an average of 62%
for moderate speed network, and about 60% in High speed
networks. The interpretation of this is due to the topology scheme which depends on the analysis of network.
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Conclusions

In this work, two schemes are proposed to improve the
performance of CPRP protocol in terms of increasing the
availability of authentication service offered by RSU in
cases RSU unavailability. The first scheme is epidemicbased which spawns new replicas epidemically and doesn’t
depend on network analysis. The second scheme is
topology-based scheme which depends on analyzing the
network and compute node degrees, then pushes the new
replicas to vehicles with high degrees.
This work is a complement to our previous work. Simulation is done with the same configuration. 24 scenarios
are generated for the simulation and are divided into two
groups. Four RSUs failure ratios are assumed at: 30%,
50%, 70% and 90%.
For the first group, 12 scenarios are generated as follows: for each RSU failure ratio, three scenarios are generated; with high network density, moderate network density and low network density. The same has done for the
second group. For each RSU failure ratio, also three scenarios are generated but with high vehicles speed, moderate and low vehicles speed.
The performance of the two proposed schemes are compared and evaluated in terms of improve the availability
of authentication service offered by RSU, increase in replication degree and optimality (correctness) of replica allocation.
Although, the topology-based scheme exposes the network to more security threats because it depends on network analysis which requires revealing the real identity of
more vehicles, it shows better performance in all scenarios.
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Table 2: Performance evaluation of both epidemic-based and topology-based with different network densities
Network
High Density
Moderate Density
Low Density
Improve Availability with
21.8%
7.6%
2.5%
Epidemic
Improve Availability with
19.4%
6.8%
2.7%
Topology
Replication Degree with Epidemic
3%
4.6%
7.6%
Replication Degree with Topology
1%
1.5%
1.75%
Correctness with Epidemic
55%
50%
44%
Correctness with Topology
58%
67%
61%
Table 3: Performance evaluation of both epidemic-based and topology-based with different speed networks
Network
Improve Availability with
Epidemic
Improve Availability with
Topology
Replication Degree with Epidemic
Replication Degree with Topology
Correctness with Epidemic
Correctness with Topology

High Speed
3.25%

Moderate Speed
4.5%

Low Speed
11.25%

4.25%

2.5%

14.7%

7.6%
1.3%
53%
60%

3.7%
1.5%
57%
62%

2.5%
1.7%
55%
67%

First, the performance of the two schemes are evaluated for the first group (Different Network Densities) as
shown in Table 2.

scheme outperforms the topology based in moderate
speed with few difference. But, in low speed network
the topology based outperforms the epidemic based.

• In terms of increasing the availability of authentication service: When applying the two techniques, they
achieve about the same performance. But, they improve the performance of CPRP in high density with
highest difference.

• In terms of increase in replication degree, topologybased outperforms the epidemic-based in all scenarios
with few improvements in low speed networks. Average replication degree has its greatest value with
high speed networks. By applying epidemic-based
scheme. the average replication degree has its highest value also with high speed networks.

• In terms of increase in replication degree, topologybased scheme has better performance in all scenarios
and is almost the same. Highest value of average
replication degree by applying the topology-based
scheme is with low density network. By applying
epidemic-based scheme, the average replication degree has its greatest value also with low density network.
• In terms of correctness of replica allocation,
topology-based scheme outperforms the epidemicbased in almost all scenarios. Topology-based has
the highest average correctness with moderate density network. By applying epidemic based scheme, it
shows the best average correctness performance with
high density network.
Second, the performance of the two schemes are evaluated
for the second group (Different speed networks) as shown
in Table 3.
• In terms of increasing the availability of authentication service: When applying the two techniques,
they converge to be almost the same. The improve
the performance of low speed networks with highest
difference. It is observed that the epidemic based

• In terms of correctness of replica allocation,
topology-based scheme outperforms the epidemicbased in almost all scenarios. Topology-based has
the highest average correctness with low speed network. By applying epidemic based scheme, it shows
the best average correctness performance with moderate speed network.
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